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Variable content documents
made easy
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Design

Variable content documents made easy

PlanetPress is a suite of software
applications that makes it simple to create,
distribute, archive and retrieve variable
content documents.
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In addition to the PlanetPress core module,

• Create eye-catching
variable content documents

the suite consists of four optional modules
— PlanetPress Watch, PlanetPress Image,
PlanetPress Search and PlanetPress Fax
— that can be added as required.

Create professional
looking documents
in house

Customised
communication that
gets noticed

The PlanetPress core module has

Far more than simply a mail merge tool,

everything needed to create eye-catching

the PlanetPress core module gives you the

variable content documents, insert data,

power to create high-impact customised

print them to a high standard and store

communication pieces that get the attention

them for later use.

of readers and boost response rates.

Remarkably simple to use, PlanetPress

Take advantage of the latest innovations to

gives you the power to transform run-of-

transform marketing material such as direct

the-mill documents, such as invoices and

mail pieces, coupons, booklets, brochures

statements, into professional looking

and catalogues into highly targeted sales

full-colour documents that get attention.

tools. Even simple invoices and statements

• Create high-impact
customised communication
pieces
• Add variable data and
custom content
automatically
• Modify and print documents
on demand
• Print documents to a
professional standard
in house

can be transformed into engaging
one-to-one marketing pieces with
messages that are tailored to the reader.

Turn this ...
... into this
Simple data importation
Import raw data in almost any format and from almost any source.

Automate

WATCH

Digitise

RETRIEVE
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IMAGE
DISTRIBUTED PRINTING
Print documents in multiple
locations simultaneously

Automated email
communication and archiving
Email documents and archive automatically

CLUSTER PRINTING
Share the printing workload
between printers

Automatic routing
Route documents to local or
remote printers automatically

One-step digital document
creation
Convert documents into digital format with
the press of a button

Automated distribution
Automate the merging of data, printing and distribution of documents

JPG

TCP/IP
LAN/WAN

Legacy and
current data

TIFF

PDF

Find

Transmit
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fax
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FAX
• Generate fax ready
documents instantly
• Direct output to fax modem
or server
• Automated fax distribution
• Automatic fax response
capability
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SEARCH
Exact digital reproductions
Improve service with instant access to
exact digital copies of documents

PDF

PDF

PDF

Instant document retrieval

Find documents archived in PDF
format simply and fast

PDF
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SE ARCH
• Locate and retrieve
documents fast
• Access exact document
reproductions
• Search for information based
on any criteria you choose

Automated fax distribution
Send documents by fax in one
seamless operation
Fax-ready documents
in an instant
Convert documents into fax
ready form instantly

Turn documents
into an information
resource

Automated fax
distribution
The PlanetPress Fax module works

The PlanetPress Search module works

with PlanetPress Watch to turn

with PlanetPress Image to make finding

documents created in PlanetPress

archived documents simple and fast.

directly into a format ready for faxing.  

It gives you immediate access to
information contained in PlanetPress

This automated system eliminates

documents saved in PDF format.

the cost and inefficiency of printing
documents and sending them manually.

With this direct access to customer

With no manual processing required,

information, PlanetPress Search is

the chances of mistakes are reduced.

ideal for customer service support,
data mining, and as an accessible and

PlanetPress Fax is ideal for automating

timely management information source.

processes such as sending order
confirmations and fax re-order forms

Particularly useful for customer service

and distributing reports. It is also a fast

staff, this module enables a service

and inexpensive way of communicating

team to access exact digital copies

with prospects. Personalised

of documents such as invoices and

communication pieces created in

statements. By seeing what a customer

PlanetPress can be merged with fax data

sees, the chance of confusion is reduced

and sent in one seamless operation.

and questions can be answered fast.
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WATCH
• Control document
distribution from one
central location
• Automate the merging
of data
• Print, email, fax and archive
documents automatically
• Convenient remote,
distributed and
cluster printing
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IMAGE

Automated
document distribution

Print what you want,
where you want

Add PlanetPress Watch to the

PlanetPress Watch is also an excellent

core module and streamline your

way to streamline the printing process.

organisation’s document distribution

With the distributed printing feature,

processes. Functioning much like a

for example, you can print what you

control centre, this optional module

need where you need it. Print an invoice

automates the merging of data,

with a personalised cover letter in the

printing and distribution of variable

data centre, the accounting copy in the

content documents.

accounts department and the packing

Improve productivity by distributing
documents in the most efficient way

slip and shipping labels in the warehouse
— automatically and simultaneously.

possible, whether that’s in printed

Make the most of your resources with

form or by email or fax, and archive

the cluster printing feature that enables

them simultaneously. You can even

you to share the printing workload

use it to post documents on your

between printers, whether on-site

website automatically.

or off-site.

Share documents
simply and efficiently

Convenient digital
document archiving

The PlanetPress Image module works

This module’s capacity to create exact

with PlanetPress Watch to convert

digital copies of variable content

variable content documents directly

documents offers a host of advantages

into popular digital formats ready for

when it comes to archiving. Not the

• Automate email distribution

distribution by email or for archiving.

least of which is the money you’ll save

• Archive documents
automatically

What’s more, you can use this handy

• Convert documents into
popular digital formats

• Simple indexing system
for easy retrieval later

module to create services like an
e-fulfilment service on your website.

on hardcopy storage costs. Then there’s
the time you’ll save with no manual
filing required.

Visitors to your site can select the

The added benefit of the system is that

information they want and then

documents cannot be lost or stolen, and

PlanetPress Image will provide it

a simplified indexing system helps speed

to them in a highly personalised

up the process of locating digital

form automatically.

documents once they have
been archived.

Enjoy the convenience
of documents
on demand

The cost-effective
alternative to
outsourcing

Another of the great advantages of

You’ll also find that the PlanetPress

the PlanetPress system is that you can

core module makes the printing of

store the digital documents you create

variable content documents in house an

within PlanetPress ready for printing

efficient and cost-effective alternative

when they are needed. It gives you

to outsourcing. Not only does it save

the freedom to modify documents,

money by enabling you to print variable

adapt offers and messages, and then

content documents on laser printers,

reproduce them at will.

it gives your organisation the capacity

Beyond the efficiency benefits,
you eliminate the expense of storing,

to produce more complex printed
pieces in house.

over-printing and handling pre-printed

Things that you may have once sent out

documents, forms and collateral.

for printing, such as postcards or flyers,

Rather than wasting hardcopy

can now be printed to a professional

documents when a detail like an offer

standard in house. With the more

or phone number changes, simply

advanced printing features of

make the change to the PlanetPress

PlanetPress, you can even produce

document and re-print as needed.

customised booklets and catalogues
tailored to specific readers.

Promotional documents

Direct data merging
Merge raw data directly with
documents within PlanetPress

Print on demand
Modify and print documents when
they are required
Transactional documents

DOCUMENTS

P l anetPress
Specifications

System Requirements
Intel® Pentium® III or better, or equivalent,
Microsoft® Windows NT® 4.0 with SP6a,
Windows® 2000 with SP2, Windows XP or
Windows Server 2003
256 MB of RAM or greater
500 MB of available hard-disk space
1024 x 768 colour monitor with 16-bit colour or
greater graphics card
Adobe® Acrobat® or Acrobat Reader® 5.0 or higher
(Adobe® Reader® 6.0 included on CD)

Additional Requirements for
Windows NT 4.0
Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher. MDAC 2.5 or higher.
JET 4.0 or higher. Script 5.5 or higher.
Note: All are included on the CD

Printer Requirements
PostScript® language Level 2 or 3 compatible printer
48 MB of RAM or greater
Hard-disk or flash memory recommended

™ All company and product names are trademarks or
registered trademarks of their respective manufacturers
in their markets and countries.
Canon reserves the right to change specifications
without notice.
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AUSTRALIA
Sydney
1 Thomas Holt Drive
North Ryde NSW 2113
Ph (02) 9805 2600
Fax (02) 9887 3137
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Melbourne
33 Lakeside Drive
Burwood East VIC 3151
Ph (03) 9881 0000
Fax (03) 9881 0316

Brisbane
Southgate Corporate Park
18 Southgate Avenue
Cannon Hill QLD 4170
Ph: (07) 3909 5000
Fax: (07) 3909 5068

Adelaide
1 South Road
Thebarton SA 5031
Ph (08) 8201 9193
Fax (08) 8352 2810

Perth
68 Hasler Road
Osborne Park WA 6017
Ph (08) 9347 2258
Fax (08) 9242 4120

Canberra
98 Barrier Street
Fyshwick ACT 2609
Ph (02) 6206 5999
Fax (02) 6206 5933

Auckland
Akoranga Business Park
Akoranga Drive Northcote
Ph (09) 489 0300
Fax (09) 489 0399

